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CUT IT OUT !

Wednesday, April 2nd  

'CUT IT OUT, will you?!'  That’s the strong message from Westminster.  Loud and clear.

Let’s look at the facts: the Government needs £900 billion to pay off  the National Debt, get us on our
feet again.  But the ordinary man and woman of  Britain can’t pay any more.  So let’s look at the biggest
source of  waste: words.  Too many of  them!  Spouted by the toffee-noses up in Hampstead with their
books and long words.  All those lawyers with documents we can’t understand.  Those university profs.
Well, that’ll do me! says our Chancellor: loads of  words means loads of  money!

The package of  measures announced yesterday by our Chancellor doesn’t get him all the money he
needs. But it’s a start.  Our no-nonsense Chancellor announced:
 a tax on all written words !
 a tax on all numbers appearing in books and magazines !
 a supertax on anything written which cannot be televised!
 a new policing body to make sure the tax is paid !
 stiff  penalties for anyone trying to evade the taxes !

Newspapers are exempt from the measures and our Chancellor has vowed this won’t change.  He said:
‘This Word Tax is aimed at reducing the unnecessary waste of  ink and paper, and continues our drive
towards a stakeholder society.’
No more gobbledegook!  An end to brow-beating with long words!  It should all be as plain as the nose
on your face and if  we can’t understand what’s written down – well, what’s the point in writing it down?
So here’s our message to the windbags: CUT IT OUT !  
You’re fooling no one with your long words.  Just use the ones our parents got by with! 

The readers of  the Daily Comet say: good on you, Chancellor! About time too!  Let them whine, let
them snivel and whinge – those bumbling professors and over-hyped writers.  What do we need them
for anyway?
The Daily Comet has pledged to get right behind this new tax.  So we’ve launched a major campaign.
Get the tax in and spend it where it’s really needed!  On our lads in the forces.  On our boys in blue.
And of  course on schools and hospitals.
Every week for the next month we’re going to target the worst offenders, make sure they cut out the
long words!  Every day for the next month, we’ll be giving away t-shirts and baseball caps plus loads of
brilliant car-stickers – all free!  Phone our hot-line or visit our web-site now and get your campaign
pack.  Then get out there and – 

CUT IT OUT!
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Thursday, April 3rd  

47,805 SAY ‘CUT IT OUT!!’ 

Phew, what a scorcher!  Our phone lines were smoking all day yesterday!  What a response by the Daily
Comet readers!  47,805 of  you phoned in yesterday and more than 87,000 logged on to our web-site.
All of  you agreed with us and you had plenty to say on the new tax.
 A pensioner from Manchester told us all  the trouble she’d had with her lawyers, with their big

words and fancy salaries.  Shame on you, poncy lawyers!
 A working mother from Bristol  said she’d never been the same since she went to college and

couldn’t understand a thing.  Shame on you, college lecturers!
 A student phoned all the way from Edinburgh in Scotland to tell us how he’d had to spend some of

his student loan on a dictionary, just to read some of  the stuff  that’s out in bookshops these days.
Shame on you, Mr Chambers!

 Post Office workers came to collect all the freebies we’re sending out to our callers.  They had a
whip round and donated over a hundred pounds to our campaign!  Nice one, lads!

Looks like we’ve touched a nerve in the nation!  Looks like everyone you meet wants to CUT IT OUT!

And yesterday our Chancellor’s new hit-squad, the Shorter Words Authority (SWAT), called a press-
conference.   The Daily  Comet’s  team of  journalists  were  there,  and brought  back some exclusive
insights into the way the new tax will work.

 Our Chancellor promises to raise over £150 billion in the first year!
 Over 75,000 civil servants will be switched from their jobs into SWAT to make sure no one evades

the tax – that’s about £2 million coming in from each civil servant!  Now that’s what we call a civil
service!

 Well over 165,000 words should be eliminated from daily use – that’s a saving of  60 million words
every year – about one for every person in Great Britain!

And that’s only the start.  Our Education Correspondent tells us: think of  the long-term savings on
teachers of  English!  If  we can get down to no more than 1000 different words in daily use, why do we
need special teachers?! 

The Daily Comet has chosen our first target: the lawyers. We’ve called for our first day of  action on
Monday the 7th.   Get yourselves and your kids, your old mums – yes,  even the mother-in-law! - down to
the courts and the lawyers offices and let’s get them sorted!  Phone in now for your slogans and free
leaflet on what you can do to CUT IT OUT.  Let’s cut the crap out of  all the legal documents!  Let’s
put the law in the hands of  the people, so we all understand it!

This will be the first of  many days of  action.  We’re going after lawyers, bureaucrats,  writers, university
professors.  We say: 

CUT IT OUT!
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Friday, April 4th  

SILICON VALLEY SAYS: 'CUT IT OUT!'

The  giant  computer  company  Microsoft  has  announced  that  it’s  supporting  the  Daily  Comet’s
campaign.  They’re giving away over 50,000 copies – yes, 50 big ones ! – of  their spell-checker software.
It’ll run on your home computer or at work.  And it’s a special edition rushed out since Monday: the
'One-k' edition – contains only 1000 carefully selected words.  The ones everyone uses.  And nothing
else.  

We’re sure the Daily Comet readers will agree with our decision to donate 25,000 of  these computer
programmes to schools and town-halls up and down the land.  The other 25,000 are all yours!  Phone
in now and claim your free copy of  'One-k' – remember, only the first 25,000 callers are certain to get
one!

There was more news from SWAT yesterday:

 The Education supremo has slammed schools for keeping dictionaries in the classrooms.  ‘They’re
just a temptation’, she said.  We agree!

 Public libraries bosses have been told to remove reference-books and the like from their shelves.
We agree!

 A voluntary Code of  Conduct has been introduced by the Book Publishers Association.  This will
make it difficult for any academics to publish works with complicated words in them.  We agree! 

 An elite squad of  SWAT officers has been set up under ex-SAS man 'Mad Max' Proudfoot.  Their
mission?  To launch a blitz on any official document which does not meet the new standards.  We
agree!  Blast ‘em sky-high, Max!

Wow! – get an eyeful of  Sophie, on Page 3!  She got one of  our t-shirts and what a stunner she looks in
it!  Get a load of  that! - looks like she might have needed one a couple of  sizes bigger.  Girls! -  if  your
bloke hasn’t got you a t-shirt yet, phone in now!

And let’s show we’ve got a big heart when it comes to some big words:  just yesterday, the editor of  the
‘Mary Poppins Newsletter’ came to the Daily Comet and begged for our help in keeping that word
‘supercalifrag…’ (you know the one!) free from tax.  We agree: it’s part of  our English heritage.  We say:
DON’T TAX MARY POPPINS!  

Have our readers got any other words they think should be tax-free?  Let us know!  We want to hear
from you!

And, readers, don’t forget Monday morning -  let’s 

CUT IT OUT in the courts!
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Tuesday, April 8th  

WELL, DIDN’T THEY JUST THEY CUT IT OUT !

What a response!  Over a hundred thousand of  you poured on to the streets of  Britain yesterday, from
Land’s End to John O’Groats, to tell our judges and lawyers to CUT IT OUT! 

 In Milton Keynes, young mums with their toddlers packed the Magistrates Court and wouldn't leave
until the court officials had agreed to explain everything in Plain English.   What a load of  laughs
they had, too!  See our special pull-out section for loads of  action photos of  stunning ladies in their
CUT IT OUT t-shirts!

 Traffic was brought to a standstill in the centre of  London as thousands targeted lawyers offices
and ‘briefed’ them to CUT IT OUT.  Our Legal Affairs Correspondent thanked all the protestors
and quipped: 'Now maybe I’ll understand what the toffs are on about!'

 Celebrities  from all  the  gardening and makeover  programmes on TV took over  the  BBC and
demanded  to  see  their  contracts  re-written  in  Plain  English.   ‘Any  nonsense,’  said  one  burly
gardener, ‘and we’ll see if  they like our marrows up their jaxies!’   No argument from us!

Next  week  –  the  colleges  and  the  universities!   Too  long  they’ve  got  away  with  words  we  can’t
understand.  And for what?  Who asked them to write all these big books anyway?  Cambridge, Oxford,
St Andrews, Durham – let’s get the eggheads down from their ivory towers.  It’s time for a change!  
The Daily Comet has arranged a fleet of  trains and coaches to get you, our readers, out to these places.
Take a day off  work, pack up a picnic basket, take the missus and go down to challenge the professors!
Phone our hot-line number today for details!

Plus! - how about the CUT IT OUT hairstyle?  See what the Man U supporters have done with their
barnets on Page 7!  Haircuts won’t ever be the same!  The CUT IT OUT style looks set to take the
world of  fashion by storm.  And, get this! - it’s English through and through!
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Friday, April 11th  

SHAME ON THEM!

Yesterday we saw a pathetic protest from some of  our limp-wristed intellectuals.  A paltry few dozen
demonstrated in Mayfair whingeing at the new Tax.  Well, they had police protection - and they’ll need
it from now on!  Who do they think they are?  We say: Traitors!  Enemies of  the people!

Their self-styled President of  the Writers’ Guild, John Innes, whinged: ‘This not just a threat to our
livelihood.  It’s a threat to all of  civilisation!’  Yeah, too right, John!  Ask the man in the street, John:
who kept our civilisation going?  Was it your Wordsworth, was it your Bloomsburg Set, was it your
flaming Booker Prize winners?  Or was it the blood, sweat and tears shed by the veterans of  two World
Wars and the Falklands and the Gulf  and Afghanistan?  Easy question, John.  What’s the answer?
Our Entertainment Editor tells us that Mr Innes is known as ‘Mr Compost’ in newspaper circles.  He’s
an overweight, shifty-looking man who lives in trendy Hackney with a man claiming to be his live-in
lover.  He seems to have no regular source of  income.  Those who know him say he’s a vegetarian and
went to Oxford.  And he calls himself  English!  Get his address and check out our exclusive photos of
his house on pages 7 and 8!  
Mr Compost moans: ‘If  you break up the English language, a whole generation will be denied access to
the great works of  Literature: Chosser, Shakespeare, Emma Austen, Orwell.’  We live in hard times, Mr
Compost.  When cash is short, you cut out the luxuries.  You buy the bread and butter and the bacon
and eggs.  You cut out the ice-cream and the Danish pastries.  Looks like you could do with cutting
them out anyway! (See Page 8 for our suggestions for a CUT IT OUT diet!)
We’ll read your books, Mr Compost.  It’s simple.  Make them easy to read, some spicy romantic interest,
some adventure: we’ll read them. We don’t ask much: just use shorter words. We know where you live,
John!

And you know what? - what a load of  cobblers from the Press Association on Wednesday!  The jittery
journalists on The Times, The Guardian and The Telegraph were whining about the threat to so-called
civil liberties.  
Well, that should be easy enough.  If  these poncy newspapers won’t cut the long words for themselves
and replace editorials with what the people want – more pictures – then we’ll do it for them!  Accidents
just happen to stacks of  these newspapers you see down the newsagents – with buckets of  water or a
careless lighted match.  Whoops!

It’s Day 10 of  our campaign:  over a third of  a million t-shirts have gone out.  This is the biggest
popular campaign ever seen in Britain!  Let’s make sure it counts!  

Let’s CUT IT OUT!
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Tuesday, April 15th  

JUST HOW WRONG-HEADED CAN YOU GET?!

Universities have been getting away with writing long words for centuries.  For thousands of  years.
Hardly a day goes by without some mad professor adding lots of  long words to our language.  Who do
they think they are?!  

Yesterday, national outrage boiled over and tens of  thousands of  ordinary decent people demanded
that these professors talk and write like anyone else.
 In  Oxford,  local  people  found  the  gates  to  the  colleges  barred.   The  professors  had  locked

themselves in their rooms.  Too scared to face the demands of  the people. The well-known weirdo
Professor  Bowser stood at  a window and read aloud to a crowd of  innocent  children from a
‘Dictionary of  Weird and Wonderful Vocabulary’: a barrage of  stones soon stopped his filthy talk.

 At a huge meeting in the centre of  Oxford, a crowd estimated at a hundred thousand applauded
Perry Francis of  the new Voice of  the People Party.  He called for universities to be closed down
and weirdos like Bowser to be strung up.  Perry thanked the Daily Comet for its campaign.

 There was outrage in Cambridge as academics gave public lectures in Latin and Ancient Greek.  It
was only the intervention of  the police which stopped the first lynching in England in over a
century.   Over four hundred and fifty academics had to be placed in protective custody.  In the
night, vigilante groups painted white crosses on the houses of  known professors and suspected
paedos.  'Keep these perverts away from our kids!' they demanded!

 In St Andrews. there were running fights in the narrow streets as people from all over Scotland
converged on the town, demanding free access to the libraries and the lecture-rooms.  University
dons had set up barricades.  Over seventy people were injured by cobble-stones.  Cobblers! says the
Daily Comet.

In colleges and universities up and down the country, it was the same thing.  The profs didn’t know
what had hit them!
The Daily Comet knows how to deal with these people.  Kick them where it hurts!  Cut off  their
funding!  We say: CUT THE WORDS or we cut the pay!
And yesterday our Chancellor stood up in the House and gave us more.  He announced:
 written words would be exempt from tax if  it could be shown they had been nicked from someone

else.  ('Plagiarism' he called it.  Shame on you, Chancellor, for using a word no one understands!)
 there would be a system of  tax-credits.  CREDITS FOR BIG PRINT!  Massive credits if  you print

photos and pictures instead of  words.  Credits for the use of  exclamation marks!  THAT’S OUR
BOY, CHANCELLOR!!!!!!

 special committees are going to be set up to study how books printed in Braille could be taxed.  We
say: now you’ve seen the light, Chancellor!  Every day we come across blind people whose fingers
are rubbed raw by reading big words in Braille!  Injuries like that cost the NHS billions every year in
fingertip treatments!

After the huge success of  our two Days of  Action, we’ve got another one lined up for next Monday:
let’s make Johnny Foreigner pay for the use of  his words!  Picket the Embassies!  Get down to your
local evening-classes and protest against the way Spanish and French and Italian is being taught at
public expense!  Who needs foreign words – good old English words will suit us fine!  

CUT IT OUT, JOSE !
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Friday May 2nd

GET A LOAD OF THE SMILE ON OUR CHANCELLOR’S FACE!

Beaming from ear to ear, he is!  Our exclusive Page 5 photo shows our Chancellor as he announces the
first month’s income:  £25 billion in one month!!!!

We asked our Money Editor.  He said: at this rate that’s about £250 billion in the first year!  We can
scrub the national debt in about four years!  Wish I could do the same at home, he quipped.

Not  only  that,  but  what  about  this!   Experts  reckon  that  over  100,000  words  have  already  been
withdrawn from daily use!  And the trend is rising.  At this rate, we’ll have the trimmest, slimmest
language ever seen on the planet!  Make English Great Again!  See the special pull-out of  our new CUT
IT OUT Life-Style Plan in Saturday’s all-colour Daily Comet!  Lose pounds in days!  Not like our
Chancellor!

What a month it’s been!  We’ve:
 stopped the briefs in their tracks !
 cut off  the funding to the university profs who dabble in long words !
 told Pierre, Julio and Luigi where they get off  with their foreign jabber !
 pulled out of  the European Union when the Krauts got shirty about threats to the exports of  their

long words !
 distributed over half  a billion CUT IT OUT t-shirts and car-stickers !
 stopped the use of  dictionaries in schools, libraries and homes up and down the country !
 replaced over half  the spell-checkers in the land !
 started the long campaign to bring novelists and poets into line !

What a great start!  And here’s a great example of  what ordinary people can do to keep the ball rolling.
Last night we got an e-mail from the CW Book Club.  They said:
 ‘we’ve changed our name from the Canary Wharf  Literary Appreciation Society’.  Good move, lads

– what a mouthful!
 ‘we’re re-issuing some books under new titles.  We’re selling the ‘Old Curiosity Shop’ as ‘Junk Yard

Blues’.  ‘The Origin of  Species’ will be sold as ‘How It All Began’’.  Awesome!  Tell you what – the
Daily Comet is going to give away ABSOLUTELY FREE 1000 copies of  these new books.  Just
phone our hot-line and answer the question in our fun quiz:  if  you were Prime Minister, what
would you re-name the 'Encyclopaedia Britannica' (if  you could even say the word!) ?

Come on, folks, send in your ideas!  A prize of  a night out with luscious Alyssa, our CUT IT OUT
Girl, for the winning entry!  Get a load of  Alyssa’s assets on Page 3!

Don’t forget Monday the 5th.  Get down to your local library or bookshop.  Demand that all of  these
books with long words get taken out. 

CUT IT OUT, WILL YOU!? 
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Monday May 12th

THROW THE BOOK AT HIM, YOUR HONOUR!

Last week SWAT arrested the first of  the wordosaurs.  That’s what we call those writers who refuse to
give up on their  long words!   Patrick Trapp the trendy critic  has refused to pay his  taxes of  over
£10,000 on all the words he printed in his latest work, ‘Post-Modernist Pleonastic Excisions’.  Postman-
what, Pat the Pratt?  The Daily Comet says:  lock him up and throw away the key!  Set an example to all
those other wordy people out there!  Throw the book at him and make sure it’s his – the heavier the
better!  LOCK HIM UP!

And then let’s go after all the other criminals!  We’ve set up a freephone: if  you know of  anyone using
long words who isn’t paying their taxes, BLOW THE WHISTLE AND GET ON THE BLOWER !

A group of  Prison Officers contacted the Daily Comet on Friday.  Here’s what they think:
 anyone convicted of  tax-evasion should be put in the same cells as child-molesters and rapists!

That’ll sort them out good and proper!
 for lifers, set them to work giving Shakespeare and Dickens a makeover!  Let’s keep the best in

English books but make it simple!
 set  up  book-camps  for  persistent  young  offenders  and  get  them  to  cut  long  words  out  of

dictionaries!  A week of  blistered fingers should bring them to their senses!  Put them off  long
words for life!

Sounds a brilliant idea to us, lads!  Make these perverts pay for their years of  using long words!  Make
them put something back into society!  Give them a dose of  the real world!  Word-wood Scrubs, here
we come!  If  you agree, phone our hot-line with your views – or download our free App which will
help you find where the wasters live!   

CUT IT OUT!
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Monday August 4th  

WHAT’S ALL THIS THEN, MATEY?  CUT IT OUT!

So – the Chancellor wasn’t grinning so much on Friday when he announced the latest income from the
Word Tax.  See our full-page cartoon on page 2 for what we think of  the latest figures!

A puny £25 million in July!  That’s less than 50p from each of  us in the country!  What’s going on
then?  Have people stopped writing?  Or are they just avoiding the taxman?

The Daily Comet knows the truth.  We say: let’s expose the tax-cheats!  Get round to anyone you think
is using long words, set up pickets outside their big posh houses and demand to see their tax-returns!
If  they don’t give you them, LOCK ‘EM UP!  Only the People’s Justice will do!

But what’s the Chancellor up to now?  He says he needs to boost the tax-income and announces:
 newspapers are no longer exempt from the tax!  We say: CUT IT OUT, my son!
 exclamation marks and big print no longer get credits!  We say:  JUST TRY IT !!!!!!!!!
 copying words from other people will be taxed like any other words!  In the words of  Shakespeare,

we say: what a LOAD OF BOLLOCKS!
 any words with a ‘foreign root’ will be taxed heavily.  We say: what’s all that then? Good English

words don’t have a ‘foreign root’, Mr Chancellor!  Let’s sum it up for you in one good English
word: CRAP !

In protest, we’ve printed just three words on our front-page today, and will continue to print just three
words, big as you like and loads of  exclamation marks, until the Chancellor gives in:  CUT IT OUT !!!!!

We’ve called a protest for Thursday, when the Chancellor puts his new proposals to the House.  Let’s
get you all up there in hundreds of  thousands. We’ll tell the Chancellor where he can shove his new
ideas!  Phone our hot-line for details on how to get to Westminster!  The Daily Comet Road-Show will
be there as well, with a bevy of  Page 3 stunners, a celebrity from Big Brother, and a CUT IT OUT wet
t-shirt competition for all you lovely girls!  Lads! – don’t miss out on a great day out!  Free beer !  Plus! -
bring the kids – we’ve got loads of  Mr Men books to give away!

CUT IT OUT
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Thursday April 1st 

'A DAMP SQUIB!!!' says our hard-hitting front-page headline (see top of  Page 1).  One year since the
Chancellor’s Word Tax was launched.  What has it achieved?  The Daily Comet says: NOTHING!

What was promised?
 The Chancellor would to raise over £150 billion in the first year.
 Over 75,000 civil servants would be switched from their jobs into SWAT.
 Well over 165,000 words would be eliminated from daily use.

What has been achieved?
 A paltry £47 billion in taxes, give or take a couple of  million.  Compare that to the £250 billion

which experts think word-smuggling from the Continent is now worth!  Words from Lithuania are
going for £50 each and words from Turkey are fetching up to £250 a shot!

 Over 25,000 civil servants thrown out of  their jobs because there was nothing for them to do.
Experts reckon that the Dictionary Bosses in the inner cities now employ about 300,000 in their
evil trade!  Most of  them are illegals.

 You don’t need to look very far to see all the old long words still being used.  If  anything, loads of
new long words have crept in. Our young people are drowning in a tidal wave of  long words which
have hit the streets!  In the playgrounds kids as young as nine or ten make the V-sign (vocabulary),
talk about 'consulting the Saurus', whisper about 'OED-ing'!  These kids have no future under this
Government!

 The Government’s newly-appointed Thesaurus Tsar seems incapable of  fighting his way out of  a
paperback,  let  alone halting the flood of  filthy language which we can find sold on any street
corner!  And what’s a Thesaurus, anyway?

The Daily Comet says: now, more than ever, we need to wage a war on the use of  long words in the
English language.  Our CUT IT OUT campaign will  continue!   Writing long words which no one
understands – we call it PLAIN WRONG!

What we need is a NEW LEADERSHIP in Britain!  A NEW GOVERNMENT which will not be
afraid.  Not afraid to root out the evil men behind the long words!  Not afraid to crack down hard on
backstreet wordsmiths!  Not afraid to lock them all up and throw away the key!  A Chancellor who will
carry out his promises!  We say: Perry Francis for Prime Minister!

Perry Francis and his VPP has vowed to:
 abolish the written word altogether, except for some carefully-monitored newspapers
 replace all books with comic-strips, on-line photos, DVDs and CDs
 create employment for thousands by turning books into wallpaper
 appoint Mad Max Proudfoot as the hard-hitting Taxman in his new government

The Daily Comet has pledged to campaign tirelessly to bring down this namby-pamby Government
and its pussyfooting Chancellor.  Let’s get Perry Francis into Downing Street.  We say: 

CUT IT OUT !
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